In-Depth High-Throughput Screening of Protein Engineering Libraries by Split-GFP Direct Crude Cell Extract Data Normalization.
Here, we report a widely and generally applicable strategy to obtain reliable information in high-throughput protein screenings of enzyme mutant libraries. The method is based on the usage of the split-GFP technology for the normalization of the expression level of each individual protein variant combined with activity measurements, thus resolving the important problems associated with the different solubility of each mutant and allowing the detection of previously invisible variants. The small size of the employed protein tag (16 amino acids) required for the reconstitution of the GFP fluorescence reduces possible interferences such as enzyme activity variations or solubility disturbances to a minimum. Specific enzyme activity measurements without purification, in situ soluble protein expression monitoring, and data normalization are the powerful outputs of this methodology, thus enabling the accurate identification of improved protein variants during high-throughput screening by substantially reducing the occurrence of false negatives and false positives.